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Animated wallpaper windows 10

Microsoft Windows 10 includes a good selection of predefined backgrounds, but it's easy to lose track of them if you decide to use the custom background. If you want to use the default images again, here's how to find and use them. The case of hidden backgrounds Here's the problem: In new Windows installations, selecting the background under Settings &gt; Personalization
&gt; Background points to the default background files. At that point, you can easily edit between them using the Browse feature. But, if you decide to use a series of your own wallpapers stored in a custom location and come back later to change the background, the default settings will have been pushed out of the five most recent images shown as thumbnails in Settings. Even
worse, Windows won't remember where the default background files were stored when you click Browse. You're going to have to find them again. How to locate and use the default Windows 10 wallpapers Windows 10 default desktop wallpapers are stored in C:\Windows\Web. This folder typically contains subfolders named after different background themes (such as Flowers or
Windows) or resolutions (4K). If you lost track of this folder in Windows Settings, here's how to get it again. First, open Windows Settings and go to Customization &gt; Background. Just below the section that says Choose your picture, click the Browse button. An open dialog box appears. Type C:\Windows\Web in the address bar at the top and press ENTER. You can also simply
navigate to this folder from drive C:. The folder that appears in the open dialog box will change. You can then navigate between subfolders to select the image that you want to use as your desktop background. When you're done, select the file and click Choose Picture. If desired, you can also open File Explorer and navigate to C:\Windows\Web, and then copy the default image
files to a better location, such as the Pictures folder in the user account. You can then find wallpapers more easily in the future. Looking for the original background that came with Windows 10 instead of the night wallpaper? Instead, you'll need to download it from the web. RELATED: How to get the old default Windows 10 desktop background Back More Windows 10 background
tricks If you're a fan of a beautiful background like us, you can search for great wallpapers online, use Bing's daily photos as a background, or even change the background based on the time of day. And if you perform a multi-monitor configuration, you can choose a different background for each monitor. Have fun! RELATED: How to open File Explorer with a keyboard shortcut in
the built-in Windows 10 background switcher is fine, but not spectacular. If you want to strengthen the Rotating wallpaper, John's Background Switcher gives you tons of options to do so at no cost. John's Background SwitcherPlatform: Windows Price: Free Download PageFeaturesPeriodically changes the background image of your computer to a specified rangeYou can choose
from a folder folder Flickr users or tags, Facebook, Vladstudio wallpapers, any RSS feed (including sites like DeviantArt, Photobucket, LOLCats, and more), Smugmug, Picasa, Google Image Search, and many other placesView backgrounds individually or as a set of snapshot clipping albumsSee a calendar on the desktopChange the background of the Windows Login screenView
tons of settings that determine how your wallpapers rotate, including stopping the rotator when you're charging the battery, only when you're idle and moreForee the background drawing for some areas on the screen Customizable keyboard shortcutsImport and export settings for a simple backupWhere it excelled at the list of features above... its length tells you everything you
need to know. John's background switcher has more features than you ever thought you'd want from a background manager, including a ton that you probably won't even use. However, once configured, it remains off the road and allows you to adjust settings to prevent it from slowing down old or low-power computers. You can also capture images from any combination of a lot of
web sources. If you're not at all happy with Windows managing wallpapers, this is the app you'll love to use. Where it falls shortYou can notice some stuttering as the background changes, although you can turn off some settings that should mitigate this (at the cost of some nice faded transitions). My only real complaint, however, is its multi-monitor support. You can use John's
background switcher with multiple monitors, but you can't assign different image sources for each monitor, which is kind of a bummer. Also, it doesn't allow you to choose an image for the Windows sign-in screen; use only any image that is next in the rotation. Obviously these are pretty fussy, but these are things I noticed right away, and with some little fixes, the schedule would
probably be perfect. G/O Media can get a commissionThe CompetitionThe other program, in my opinion, is not really worth watching. If you use multiple monitors, DisplayFusion will give you a little more control over each monitor, although it doesn't give you nearly as many sources online or super advanced background options (it also costs $25). That said, if you're using multiple
monitors, bring a ton of other non-background features into your setup, including dual application bars, tons of keyboard shortcuts, window docking, and more. But to change only the backgrounds, it is a bit excessive (not to mention overpriced). Also among the paid apps is Wallpaper Cycler, which for $20 adds a few other things you can stake out on your desktop. You can create
layouts with calendars, quotes, notes, webcams, other backgrounds, RSS titles, and more on your desktop, although the reason you instead of the beautiful Rainmeter is beyond me. However, it is there if you want something different. Rainmeter is a powerful tool that allows you to create a beautiful heads-up display full of information ... Read moreLastly, there are a few other
managers that are worth mentioning just of the wallpaper sources they support. If you're a big fan of InterfaceLIFT or WallpaperStock, you'll want to check out Wallpaper Juggler, which is simpler than the others but can download wallpapers from our favorite background site (although John's background switcher can also do so via RSS). Color Desker also uses its own cache of
beautiful wallpapers, if you're not very picky. No one likes to stare at a boring desktop when they shoot the computer every morning. Keep your... read more There may be other background managers out there, but these are our favorites. Do you have one you're particularly in love with that we didn't mention? Share it with us in the comments. Lifehacker's Directory App is a new
and growing directory of recommendations for the best applications and tools in a number of certain categories. Switch to main contentRD.COMYe the background color can vary from print stroke to print run, you need to buy all the background you need as the background color can vary from print stroke to print run, you should buy all the background you need at the same time.
To determine the number of rolls needed for a room:Add the width of the walls in the feet and multiply by height. Divide it by 30 - the average square feet that can be used in an American-made roll - or by 25, if you use a European-made card. Subtract a half roll for each normal-sized window and door. Now you have a total of work; add a roll for good measure (and future patches),
a little more if your model has great repetitions to match. If you're not sure about your calculations, draw an image of each wall, including measurements and the location and size of all windows and doors. Bring the sketch to your wallpaper supplier. An experienced seller can offer advice on how many rolls you need to buy. When ordering the background, also buy a compatible
paste and paste brush for standard cards or a water box for prepasted cards. Originally published as August 2, 2005Originally Published in Reader's Digest Enjoy the best stories, tips and jokes! DIY statement ceiling Give your home a bold look this year! As wallpaper It is not just a cutting and pasting job. Why choose the background? With so many decoration options, why
choose wallpaper? Wallpaper is a great imitator. In our house we have difficulty keeping the goldfish alive... in fact, we buried one last week. Instead of going back to the aquarium store, however, I'm uploading Animated Fish Desktop Wallpaper to the family computer. This background shows a realistic goldfish directly on your desktop - no need to worry about feeding it keep his
tank clean. Unlike some animated aquarium programs I've seen, this doesn't show cartoon fish and sesa aquarium plants. Your desktop turns into a beautifully rendered pool of water that you're looking up at and watching a photorealistic goldfish swim from above. He's very smart, and very effective. To install the program, download the executable file and double-click it. It will be
very very ask if you want to replace the background of the background, then it will. Other desktop theme elements, or sounds, window colors, icons, and so on, are not affected. To turn off the background, right-click the fish icon in the taskbar and click Exit, and then right-click the desktop and select a theme. The program will run automatically when you restart your computer (if
you don't want it to, just refuse when asking you to replace the background). Animated Fish Desktop Wallpaper found a house on my system. If you want to add a touch of whim to your Windows desktop, download this amazing freebie.--Kim Saccio-Kent Note: When you buy something after clicking on the links in our articles, we could earn a small commission. Read our affiliate
link policy for more details. Put a goldfish on your desktop with this beautifully animated background. Gorgeous animation adds whim to your desktop program uses system resources during execution, mileage may vary
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